Come and hear, all you who fear
God, and I will tell what he has
done for my soul
Psalm 66 v16
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Picture the scene. You sit alone in the carriage of a moving train (whether it’s a
steam locomotive with compartment carriages or a modern train with Pullman
seats and a small table is up to you!), as it passes through the English
countryside. Trees upon trees in many shades of vivid green, with banks adorned
by the brightest yellow daffodils you have ever seen, hedgerows alive with the
sound of joyous bird song, the sun beaming down making rivers, ponds and seas
glisten. Then suddenly. Without warning. It’s gone. Darkness. Tunnel. A long, dark,
windy, suppressing tunnel.
Well, in some ways that’s an allegory for the last year. Our day to day lives last
winter, perhaps haunted by disturbing news from China, carried on along our
journey of life; our family, friends, socialisation, work and culture; the light of our
days, gone. Plunged suddenly into the darkness. A long, windy, suppressing
darkness.
But every tunnel is only temporary. Some don’t last very long at all, other are
much longer, and we’ve all been travelling through a particularly long one. Every
tunnel, however, does have a light at the end of it. The vaccine is the light we have
all been waiting for - we just need to get the rest of the train out of the tunnel and
we’ll pretty much all carry on as before.
For some of us that time in the tunnel has been hard and frustrating. Others have
had to find a fine balance so as not to fall into the pit of depression. Have there
been times when you have felt weak in faith and deserted by God? We have clung
tightly to our faith, safely in God’s arms, as he has helped us through. But if you
have felt weak in faith and deserted, remember, those are God’s footprints in the
sand, not yours.
There are stories around of how God has helped and sustained faith in the last
twelve months, but this edition is not just about the last twelve months. In this
Testimony Times: My Life in Faith special, we hear how God and faith played
important parts in the faith of members of our congregation and what having a
Christian faith means for others. Come and hear what God has done for their soul
(see Psalm 66 v16). And a reassurance that God is our hope in life, Jesus is our
light in the darkness, and faith our sustenance when times are hard.
Elsewhere in the next 62 pages, we hear how God’s word works in Mission, as we
launch Mission of the Month, hear how a ministry has been created thanks to
snowdrops and of course, among other things all our regular features and photo
galleries return too (featuring some 2021 ones as well as archive footage!).
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[Here we are in Lent! Our Lent course is currently under way.
Following our Ash Wednesday Lent Reflections and Prayer, we
are now looking at ten chapters from Acts, under the general
title of ‘What do we mean by ‘church?’ Details of the
remaining sessions and how you can access them can be
found on the next page]*
Over the past year, our church life has taken quite a beating and we have, albeit
rather assuredly, found that our activity has boiled down to Bible, Prayer,
supporting each other and those in our local community.
By no means has everything been positive. Our children’s work has been difficult
to maintain in a meaningful way; our onsite services have been supportive but
frustrating in terms of celebration; significant numbers of us have had little physical
fellowship; evangelism and growth have been hampered.
But although there is much to be recovered, not everything has been negative. We
now have considerable on-line presence which has brought us new contacts and
is an investment for future ministry; we have seen some innovative children’s work
and now found a children’s worker at Emmanuel (but still in search of a part time
Pathfinder [11-4 worker!); our financial positions at either end of the parish are
strong; we’ve developed new pastoral links and support networks, new habits of
prayer and Bible reading; work is going ahead with refurbishment at Emmanuel
and extended premises at St Paul’s; we’ve been joined by an extra minister in
Robin and look forward to Pippa’s ministry as a reader as routines open up.
In our Lent course, we will be looking at what the book of Acts commends to us
regarding the essential qualities of a church that is sharing, caring and growing.
What should the footprint of our witness look like in our local communities?
Hopefully (and prayerfully!) this will inspire us to re-double our efforts in striving to
maintain and achieve what we can while restricted and also to guide us towards
anything new that we should be aspiring to once we are back to ‘normal’.
I think the secret of life during Covid 19 has been to realise that although things
look relatively normal around us, they can’t be normal. Whatever we attempt
brings frustration with it. We are not able to achieve as much as we previously
could. We have had to learn patience and trust, that to do a job less well, is still
worth doing if it’s all we can do for now. That is hard and annoying! But we’re
approaching the end of our frustration and can now start thinking about our recovery. Churchill’s words of November 1942 come to mind, “Now this is not the end. It
is not even the beginning of the end. but it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”
I look forward to joining you on Thursdays – please come if you can!
Every Lenten blessing!!
Rev Karl

Rector’s Report
10th February 2021 (first paragraph adapted from original)
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Originally Bulletin 28

We’re going to be looking at ten chapters
from the book of The Acts

The remaining sessions are:
Thu 4th Mar Unleashed People
Thu 11th
Unleashed Presence
Thu 18th
Unleashed Potential
th
Thu 25
Unleashed Participators
st
Thu 1 Apr
The Last Supper…

Acts 2:42-47 & 4:32-37
Acts 5:12-25
Acts 8:4-8, 26-40
Acts 12:1-17
…from the Upper Room….

Usual password
In our Lent course, we will be looking at what the book of Acts commends to us
regarding the essential qualities of a church that is sharing, caring and growing.
What should the footprint of our witness look like in our local communities?
Each session will last just under the hour led by Revs Karl, Tony or Robin.

We will record the meeting, edit out personal conversations and prayer, etc. and
then post it on our website as a video for those who can’t make 7.30pm Thursday.
Each session will be a mix of

Prayer – both personal and corporate.

Bible Teaching.

Space for personal, prayerful reflection.

Discussion.

Identification of anything our church leadership or we as individuals need to take
on board.


As with all our Lent Courses, there will be opportunity to ask question/’s and speak or
alternatively, just to receive, absorb and respond in our own time as the Lord leads!
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Come and hear, all you who fear God, and I will tell
what he has done for my soul
I mentioned the idea of a journey in my comment on p2. As Christians,
we are all on a journey: a journey of life, a journey of faith. Every day is
another step in that journey. Every Christian can probably say something about how their faith has impacted their lives - not everyone
wants to do this or has the confidence to do this, and that’s OK. It is
these stories however, which can play an impact and bring nonbelievers to faith. They are the personal stories, and these can often be
more powerful than hearing a sermon from a pulpit on a Sunday. Our
parish offers fellowship opportunities for both men and women, and on
many of these occasions, a testimony is heard - a story of how God has
worked in their live. We have brought some of those testimonies together under one cover in this special Testimony Times: My Life in Faith
special - a regular magazine item expanded into a possibly powerful
feature. Within the feature pages we hear the conclusion of Pelisa’s
story which we have been serialising and hear part one of Becky Bale’s,
as well as snippets, comments and reassurance from others. Come with
us as we journey through the next few pages hearing what God has
done for the soul of our friends.
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As already mentioned, in this edition, among snippets and
extended extracts we will hear some full or part
testimonies from members of our congregation. We begin
with a full testimony, from Sue Phillips
Up until about 10 to 15 years ago
I was born and grew up in a largely non-Christian family in
Southampton. Though I later found there were some Christians in the wider family of my mother. Up until the age of about
5 years, I believed in God like I believed in Father Christmas
as my father told me about both. When I found out the truth
about Father Christmas, I was no longer sure about God. But I
did want to be good. When I was about 9 years old and we did
our usual round of my mother’s relations in South Wales, I was
struck that my great aunt noticed that I had to fit in with the
grown-ups all the time and offered to enable me to do what I
wanted the next day. I had said that I would like to go up the
mountain I could see from my grandfather’s house…
Twmbarlwm at the top of the Cwmcarn Forest drive. At 84
years she made a brave attempt to take me and after this I
went to church with her and discovered that there were adults
that believed in God!
Returning back to Southampton, I started going to the local
Anglican Church and wanted to ask questions but no-one
seemed willing to answer them. After about three years we
moved to the outskirts of Southampton, and I started attending
a very high church, and where asking about the Holy Spirit, I
was told that I would receive this on being confirmed. Nothing
changed so I drifted away from church.
During the sixth form, I came across some Christians in the CU
and debated against them, especially when one said that I
must be ‘born again’. A new Christian RE teacher got a group
of fellow science students to look into all world >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> religions and also to read ‘Who moved the stone?’ I
think she sowed another seed in my heart.
At Bristol University, I became gradually more and more drawn
to a number of Christians, eventually sharing accommodation
with two Christian girls and another fellow non-Christian Geographer. When my fiancé attempted to break our engagement,
Mary was able to share her faith in a loving Lord, and I wanted
to pray with her that God would enable me to believe. For six
months Mary lent me book after book and answered all the
questions I had longed to ask for so long (not so good for Finals!).
Coming home from the Fireworks at the end of Cowes’ Week,
4th August 1972, our catamaran grounded on the mud and
whilst we waited for the tide to lift her off, I went below to think
and pray. When we got home, as I turned on the light to wash
my face, I realised I did believe that Jesus was Lord and therefore I was a Christian. I also realised that I must let my fiancé
go…the Bible says that we should not be unequally yoked, and
I had decided to follow Jesus.
After becoming a Christian, I
continued to read, pray and
study the Bible. During my
PGCE year Mary was still
around to answer questions. I
joined a nearby Baptist home
mission church and then,
when I moved into Halls, I
went with a couple of Christian
girls to Kensington Temple.
My first teaching job took me
to the New Forest, near
Southampton. I met another
new Christian on my >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> first day at Brockenhurst College. Lindsay was to be
a long-term friend, took me to the young people’s group at
Above Bar Church where I joined a group of young women and
began to learn more about studying the Bible for life applications. I looked to the Bible for guidance on how to behave,
where to live, who to marry (John). We were guided to move
to Plymouth in 1978, have children and on how to bring them
up. I felt reluctant about both the move and children and needed to trust that this was what God wanted for us.
God has been faithful and provided for all our needs and very
often much more, for both John and myself, and our girls, Jenny, Lizzie and Hannah. Each has come to faith. Jenny has married a Christian young gentleman, Nick, from a Christian missionary background and Lizzie has married Mathew, a Christian but from a non-Christian family. Hannah seems determined to be guided by her Lord Jesus too.
An update from June 2020
The above was written about ten to twelve years ago. Since
then, much has happened but the Lord has been faithful and
has cared for us both.
After Jenny went to university, I thought that it might be time for
me to go back to paid work after a career break of over 20
years. The Lord had been very faithful in enabling me to be a
home-mother but we had no savings and three daughters approaching marriageable age. After discovering that I would
need to re-train to become a supply teacher (I had not taught
since the arrival of the National Curriculum came into being), I
found the nearest location for this would be near Poole, Dorset.
This appeared to be impractical so I decided to learn to
type and obtain some computer skills and try to be a
medical secretary, especially as my daughters seem to be
leaning towards jobs in the NHS.
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>
We have been blessed with
four granddaughters from
the marriages of our first
two daughters. To Lizzie,
Esther aged 12, twins to
Jenny, called Pippa and
Nina aged 9, and to Lizzie,
Beatrice aged 7.
In 2014 Hannah married a
Scottish Christian, Dave,
whom she met at Jenny and
Nick’s church in Cardiff.
They have since been
blessed by the arrival of two boys, Joseph aged 3 and Samuel
aged 1.
Our church life, from when Hannah
was about 5 years old, had been
centred on Mutley Baptist Church.
There John led a Bible study
housegroup for over a couple of
decades. He had also been involved with the Finance Team and
the Building’s Action Team. I had
been involved with Children’s Work
but mostly on Sundays, as I struggled to run the weekday clubs with
diminishing free time.
Following growing doctrinal problems over at least two years at Mutley Baptist Church, John and I decided that we needed to
leave the church following a Members Meeting where 8 of the
11 current Elders resigned. We both felt that we >>>>>>
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>>>>>>> needed to accept the authority of the Bible to follow
Jesus and his Word rather than other individuals. We spent
several months finding a new spiritual home and joined Emmanuel with St Paul’s in January 2019. We still miss our deep
involvement that we had at Mutley and I miss my regular involvement with young children and helping them come to know
my Lord; but in the current climate we are not alone missing
the usual church of any type.
As you can see in the above
photograph, we have been
more active in our garden that
usual during these exceptional
times.
We continue to desire to follow
our Lord Jesus and with His
help to hope to continue to do
so until we meet Him when He
either returns or we meet him in
Heaven.
David Suchet, best known for his portrayal of
Poirot came to Christ after reading Romans 8
in a hotel Bible. In an interview with Strand
magazine he said, ‘I'm a Christian by faith. I
like to think it sees me through a great deal
of my life. I very much believe in the
principles of Christianity and the principles
of most religions, actually - that one has to
abandon oneself to a higher good.’ The star
is also vice president of The Bible Society.
In 2014 he released the first full-length
audio version of the NIV Bible spoken
by a single British actor.
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With this special Testimony TIMES: my LIFE in faith issue
comes the beginning of a new serialised testimony. Over the
next three editions we will hear Becky Bale’s testimony. Becky
originally shared her testimony at DIME during 2020, and this
article enables some to hear it for a second time, and for the
rest of us hear God’s impact on Becky’s journey for the first
time.
Part 1
1 Peter 3:15 says: “…be ready at all times to answer anyone
who asks you to explain the hope you have in you…” so
when Linda asked me if I would be willing to give my testimony
at Dimes, I agreed. The process of preparation has been a
great opportunity to remind myself of God’s faithfulness, patience and provision over the years and I hope it will also be an
encouragement to you. It has also caused me to recall many
of the people God has put in place along the way to love,
teach, encourage, challenge and pray for me, which has been
a great blessing - and reminded me of the part we can each
play in the life of others on their journey of faith.
The ‘good problem’ that I had when I came to write down some
notes, was that I have over 50 years-worth of material to
choose from - so what to include in a half hour testimony?! I
have tried to give a brief outline of my life so far, along with
some key Bible verses that have spoken particularly to me at
certain points.
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> I was born in Hull in 1969; the oldest of 3 children (I
have one brother and one sister) to parents who are committed
Christians. My Dad left his job as a draughtsman for Hull
Docks Board to serve as a full-time door to door evangelist
with an organisation called CCA (Christian Colportage Association) when I was still quite young. Here’s a picture of myself
and my brother in the back
of the work van; notice the
aim written on one side
‘An Open Bible in every
Home’.
I am grateful that the Bible
was central to our own
family life. We went to an
Open Brethren Church
where I received a good
grounding
in
Bible
knowledge and I remember enjoying perusing the
words in my hymn book
during the ‘Breaking of
Bread’ service.
I was very pleased to receive the gift of my very
own ‘proper’ Bible on my
6th birthday - I loved the
tabs which enabled me to
find my way around the
books.
At the age of seven I started to understand that I
needed to make a personal response to >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> God. I was aware that I needed to say sorry to Him
for the wrong things I had done and asked Him to come into
my heart.
The next ‘prompting’ I had was at the age of twelve when I felt
a strong conviction that I needed to be baptised. The verse
given to me on the occasion of my baptism was Isaiah
43:1which has been a great reminder to me over the years of
the Lord’s calling and continuing presence with me, even
through difficult times.
Not long after this, my family relocated to Totnes, Devon,
where my Dad continued to serve with CCA. I was very unimpressed with this move at the time - I had just been accepted
into the all girls’ high school that I was planning to attend in
Hull, and had trouble settling into the mixed comprehensive in
Totnes. Looking back I can see God’s hand at work - if we
hadn’t moved, I wouldn’t have met my husband, Graham,
whose parents helped us move into our new house and whose
mum was on my Dad’s work committee! I settled into the
youth group at Totnes United Free Church and am grateful to
the then minister and his wife who were so supportive to me. I
continued links with this church after my family moved to
Dartmouth until I finally settled at Dartmouth Baptist Church.

BECKY BALE’S TESTIMONY - PART 2
“Do not be conformed to the pattern of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind”
Romans 12 v1-2

Find out the impact these verses had and
story behind the ’The Flying Banana’!
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If you read the book of Job you will read the story of a wealthy
man, living in Uz, with a large family and numerous flocks: a
God-fearing, upright and faithful man of the community. However, Job begins to question everything when in the course of
one day, he receives four messages, each bearing separate
news that his livestock, servants, and ten children have all died
due to marauding invaders or natural catastrophes. Job tears
his clothes and shaves his head in mourning, but he still blesses God in his prayers. Following a period of days of silence,
Job speaks but in tones of depression and misery. He curses
the day he was born, comparing life and death to light and
darkness. He wishes that his birth had been shrouded in
darkness and longs to have never been born, feeling that light,
or life, only intensifies his misery. In fact in chapter 6 verse 11,
it seems he has given up completely;
“What strength do I have, that I should still hope? What
prospects, that I should be patient?”
Having complained and eventually listened, Job is overwhelmed in acknowledgement of God’s unlimited power, God
forgives Job for his doubting and returns Job’s health,
providing him with twice as much property as before, new
children, and an extremely long life.
Fast forward to the 1870s. A wealthy devout Christian with a
good life, a wife and four children loses his businesses and
investments in the Great Chicago Fire. A few years later, an
incredible story of faith begins. Like Job, Horatio Spafford had
placed his trust in God. Unlike Job though, he found an
immense strength in scripture and faith when tragic struck. Like
Job, he was blessed and was able to bless others.
I will say no more, and encourage you to click the link opposite
(or look it up) and listen to Hugh Bonneville recount the tale
with the help of The Tabernacle Choir, and reassure us all that
God’s love does shine in the darkness and hope can heal the
wounded soul.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ReApJymYSiw&t=4s

“You will be secure, because there is hope; you will look about
you and take your rest in safety “
Job 11 v18

“How do I know gods has worked in my life.... since becoming
a Christian I believe not in coincidence but ‘Godincidence’. Too
many wonderful things have happened in my life for them to be
coincidental. God has opened so many doors and I feel totally
at peace in life. That is not to say life is without challenges but I
do know I can overcome them as I am not challenging them on
my own, Jesus is sharing the weight of the yoke with me. “
Mark Bullard
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Rumours have abound during series 10 about who might
depart at the end of that run. All have been revealed now:
JP leaves Death in Paradise. But actor Tobi Bakare’s
Christian faith has been revealed too, he told
radiotimes.com how his decision to leave came about.
... [T]he real answer is that, back in 2017, Bakare already knew
with absolute certainty that he had leave at the end of series 10.
“Some people may know, some people may not know, but I’m a
believer,” he tells us. “I’m a Christian. And actually, something
happened in season seven. I was in a church in Guadeloupe.
It’s a very charismatic sort of – it’s really interesting. It has so
many colours. You know what I mean? Everyone wears everything.
“The preacher mentioned seven years in a message. As soon
as he mentioned seven years, I don’t know what happened. It
just clicked. It was like a moment of realisation. I had three
more years left. It was three more years until it would be seven
years, but it just hit me so hard.
“At this time, my wife was in the UK, and I told her that I know
when it’s going to be time for me to leave the show. But I wanted her to go away, pray about it, and think about it. She’d done
so, and called me up the next day, and said, ‘2020’. So the exact time of the seven years. So we were like, ‘Yeah, that’s the
time.’ That’s the actual reason.”
Extracted from a longer article on radiotimes.com. All credit belongs
and remains to them. The follow article can be viewed
at https://www.radiotimes.com/tv/drama/death-in-paradise-tobibakare-jp-leaving/
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I asked three questions to various people, and asked them
to answer at least one. Peter Terrell answered all 3 - which
also helped fill most of a page! Thanks Peter. However, I
don’t expect you anticipated sharing a page with Stormzy!
WHY AM I A CHRISTIAN?
God is speaking through His amazing creation - so, knowing
there is a Creator, He would not have left us ignorant of His
purpose - He has not, He has preserved His words for us in the
Bible. The Bible told me that Jesus is the Way, the Truth and
the Life, and there is no other way. He knocked on the door of
my heart, I opened the door and He came in and supped with
me and I with Him.
HOW DO I KNOW GOD HAS WORKED IN MY LIFE?
I was walking in darkness and ignorance. Happiness long I had
sought, and pleasures dearly I had bought - I missed of all but
now I see, 'tis found in Christ the apple tree.
I HAVE A CHRISTIAN FAITH BECAUSE?
I want to fulfil God's purpose. I want to be with my adopted
family here and later with Christ. I do not want to consort with
evil desires or practices - I need to know I am forgiven and
seen to be in Christ my righteousness
UK rapper Stormzy, on winning at the
Brits said

"I know that a lot of people,
when I give the glory to God, it
seems such a strange thing,
but if you know God, you know
it's all him."
He also read a passage fro Luke’s gospel
at a Church service for Christmas Day
broadcast live on BBC1 in 2019
Picture credit: https://www.facebook.com/stormzyofficial/
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Since our July/August 2020 edition, Pelisa Hina has been
walking us through her testimony, her story, her life in
faith. Last month she told us about the positive impact her
faith has had on her work life and how it currently impacts
on her current job as a carer. In this testimony focused
special edition, we reach the conclusion of Pelisa’s story.
We find out about the place prayer has in her life, how she
related to God through the Bible and what she explains as
means of a conclusion.
9. Intercession
Interceding for other people didn’t come naturally. I prayed in
self- interest for a long time. Then came a period when I was
without a job. I prayed desperately, but God was silent. Efforts
to job hunt were fruitless. Instead I was led to literature about
the value of the ministry of intercession. This led me to pray for
families and friends experiencing hard times, or in crisis. For
example, a friend’s son was in a coma in South Africa. These
prayers bore fruit, they were answered. I got more serious and
would pick up issues to intercede for, from TV and newspapers. I got myself a notebook. When God saw that I was serious in undertaking the ministry of intercession, He started sorting out my personal problems and gave me the job that I had
been badgering Him for. I was taught the lesson of Philippians
2: 3 and 4, the hard way.

“Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in
humility value others above yourselves, not looking to your
own interests but each of you to the interests of the others”.
Since then, intercessory prayer occupies a big space in my
heart. Sometimes the Spirit brings up issues and people in crisis or helps me with struggles on my path. I am >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> compelled to set aside viable prayer time and find
that in itself has enhanced my prayer life in general. The hidden blessing is that intercessions take my mind off being
bogged down and fretting over my problems.
10. Relating to God through scripture.
There was a stage in my life when I read the Bible like a magazine, browsing and picking only on parts I liked; but through the
teaching of that church in Cape Town, I developed a spiritual
hunger to read the Word of God. God speaks to me through
scripture. I usually approach it in one of three ways. After a sermon in church, I read further into the text chosen for the sermon, or I feel led to choose another book in the Bible, then I
read it chapter by chapter. The third method is to do a comprehensive reading from Genesis to Revelation. It’s a big challenge because one must stay the course and see the project
through. I don’t hurry myself up, it needs to be something I settle down to and enjoy. At times some crisis, or reality (e.g. too
much work pressure) throws the project off the rails for 2 or 2
weeks, but I don’t ‘drop out’ and entirely abandon it. To travel
through the Bible takes me about 18 months, because I also
take some notes on issues of factual information that strike me.
Doing it this way, one is able to observe clearly the historical
sequence and God’s plan. Reading commentaries alongside
the project helps by way of illuminating the context, giving cultural trends and profiles of some of the Bible characters.
11. Conclusion
Thus far the Lord has taken me, and my walk of faith is still ongoing until God calls me home. Like the psalmist (Psalm 116), I
can say:
“How can I repay the Lord for all his goodness to me? I will lift
up the cup of Salvation and call on the name of the Lord”.
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We don’t all have ‘road-to-Damascus’ moments in life, for
many it is a much less radical journey. For some people
there is a dramatic change, usually from hitting the bottom
of the pit and finding that Jesus can pull them out of it.
Two such people are Graham Swann and Paul Cowley.
They have put their journey of faith - their change, their
firm belief and their ministry into words.
PRISON WITHOUT BARS
By Graham Swann
“The story of a radical and enduring transformation. Gritty, no-nonsense and full-on, this
needs to be read by as many people as possible. The message in this book will profoundly
affect your life.” Carl Beech International
Director, CVM
THIEF PRISONER SOLDIER PRIEST
By Paul Cowley
Paul's search for meaning resulted in an unexpected encounter with God that changed
his life for ever.
It is, by turns, a dramatic, traumatic and comic
story, yet one that stands as a testament to
how God offers hope to all who have the courage to respond.
Search the book titles on Amazon if you are interested.
Text credit: Amazon.co.uk
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Ann Bloss shared her testimony at DIMES too, and here
are some snippets of her story…
I thought I had come to know Jesus quite recently, but looking
back I realise He has always been part of my life, always there
just waiting for me to invite Him in. As I said there have been
loads of little signals, but it has taken me an awfully long time
to get the message and so I would like to base my testimony
on the God Incidents of my life.
I believed in God, but I didn’t know what to do. She said she
would pray for me. I was fourteen years old and I still remember it like it was yesterday. As I looked back on my Christian
life it was one of the many signals which I was slow to pick up
on. A God incident.
Romans 5 v3 (if I did but know it back then), “Suffering produces endurance which produces character and hope through
God’s love which is poured out to us through the Holy Spirit.”
I met Greg Serpell at the live broadcast of Billy Graham at
Methodist Central Hall and he told me that he also went to Emmanuel and please don’t give up on it because the church was
crying out for young blood, even though they didn’t know it! ….
….. Now that I was regularly attending Emmanuel, I started going to KYB (Know Your Bible) at Ginnie Serpell’s house once a
week and it was there, I think, that I started to grow as a Christian. Before I started going to church, I used to think I wasn’t
good enough to be there. The slow realisation that every one
of us is a sinner and can never be good enough was quite a
revelation. Nothing I could do would make me or any of us
good enough, but we are saved by our faith and the amazing
gift of God’s grace.
This particular morning, I was feeling swamped by work, family
pressures and life in general and when I read >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> Psalm 139 it leapt off the page at me. It was as if
God was sat next to me saying I’ve known you since before
you were conceived. I know everything about you and your life
and I’m in control so stop trying to fix things your way. I can
honestly say that was my Damascus moment. I was totally
hooked. I took real ownership of my faith. I handed everything
over to God and my life got better and better or at least my ability to cope with life did.
I have learned so much over the years, but one thing clicked
into place, eventually, about four years ago. I was talking to
James Butler about our time and God’s time and how stupid
would you be to hand back a free gift even if you didn’t deserve
it, when the penny finally dropped. “Do you think God is trying
to tell you something?” It wasn’t an insensitive remark at all.
God was trying to say to me, “Here I am, give me your burdens. Trust me. You’re not alone.” As usual I had been too
wound up in myself to listen. It took the best part of 30 years,
but I finally got the message loud and clear. …
…My faith grows stronger and stronger each day, I am truly
blessed, and I have learned to try and be more receptive to
those times when God is clearly trying to tell me something. I
have also learned that all prayer is answered, but not always in
the way you imagine.
A time to
chat, share
and hear
testimony
Divas In Ministry at Emmanuel and St Pauls

Usual password

* Will meet in the oval room when circumstances alllow
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Avril Lacey was baptised on 4th December 2019, here are
some of the words she shared on that occasion. How she
came to realise she had not been alone in the hard times
and how God became a constant reference in her life.
I was born into a family where Christian belief played no part in
my parents' lives so it's not surprising they didn't have me
christened….
… I still managed to learn about God and Jesus at primary
school. The assemblies, nativity plays etc were just enough to
help me develop a simple belief that lasted through much of
my childhood. But by the time I left secondary school things
had changed. Events at home had made me cynical and I no
longer believed in God. I left home, joined the Navy, got married (in a register office) and lived my life with no reference to
God at all.
Yet looking back, I can see that although I'd left God on the
side lines, he hadn't deserted me. During the days of my failing
marriage and whilst I struggled to cope as a single parent He
was with me and gave me strength – and over the years He's
worked through people who've supported me with their help
and friendship. I just didn't realise it at the time.
Despite my failure to see God's work in my life, He continued
to draw me back to Him. As I grew older I found myself wanting
to mark Christmas and Easter by attending church services not through any conscious religious conviction, but because of
a sense of tradition. …
… I came to church one Sunday morning, thinking it would be
just a one-off visit. But something happened to change all that.
I'd heard sermons about God's love before, but this time it was
different. It was explained in a way that was so real >>>>>>
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>>>>>>> and relevant,
it
really
touched me and I
thought about what
I'd heard for days
afterwards. The following Sunday I returned to learn more
- and that was the
start of my journey.
…
...During the following months I began
to understand about
God's grace, the
Gospel's message
and the role of Jesus in our lives.
Change didn't come
overnight and wasn't
easy – I had to overcome
decades
of
unbelief
and
scepticism - but I
gradually realised I
could no longer live
my life without reference to God. I needed to turn back to
Him and accept Jesus as Lord and
Saviour.
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https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/187743878195076451/

By Ron Wheeler
We go back a long way. Ever since Greg Serpell befriended
Margaret Biscombe who was running the Central Hall Discovery Café. (A place Linda’s Mum, Elspeth Sitters was the driving
force behind, ably encouraged by her Dad, Norman, the supporting force behind her). A
chance for men less open
than women to share their
feelings about life and their
faith.
We would have a full breakfast with toast and coffee.
Margaret’s husband Colin
would ably help serving (see
picture, right) and clearing
up afterwards. That happy
existence came to an end when Margaret’s retirement arrived
in 2012, and the Café changed their opening hours.
So, we moved down to Emmanuel’s Oval Room with, as Greg
put it, ‘The famous Breakfast Bap’, courtesy of Morrison’s. That
lasted awhile, and then somebody came up with the bright idea
that if we met at St Paul’s we could return to our cooked breakfasts and they had the ideal location in their hall with close by
cooking facilities. Fortunately, we were welcomed with open
arms by such folk as Jo Connett, Sally Kennedy and of course
Margaret who did all the catering. Ginny Serpell also was there
helping and watching Greg, and Alan Clifford helped me kindly
with collecting the money. Any surplus money goes toward the
soup run Jo organises. We have had a variety of speakers, and
now time has elapsed we might encourage some >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> of our members who joined in the past two years to
give us their testimonies. Our past speakers (going right back
to Central Hall) include the then Bishop of Exeter, Andrew
Thornburn, Church warden of St Paul’s Stonehouse, some of
our own such as myself, Dr James Butler, Max Jones, our Rector Rev Karl Freeman, Andy Collings, who talked of his experiences in the Falklands, and most recently, John Truscott, and
Nick McKinnell, the current Bishop of Plymouth.
We look forward to life returning to St Paul’s where we are
assured a big welcome. We are always open to suggestions for
speakers and ideas. A Happy New Year and pray for the return
of the cooked breakfast.

Why am I a Christian?
I am a Christian because I long for justice in the world, but
realise I depend on mercy for myself. In the good news
about Jesus I find both!
Ed Houlton
Why am I a Christian?
Because it is the only thing that makes sense! Only I
know how weak and sinful I am, and I realised that no
amount of good deeds could change that. A game at a
party as a teenager was to write a chorus to the tune of
“My bonny lies over the ocean”, and I wrote “My Saviour
was born in a stable. My Saviour was hung on a tree. My
Saviour went up into heaven and one day He’ll come back
for me!” I realised it was not true because I had not
invited him to change me, and that night I asked Him into
my life. 70 years later He has never failed me and frequently proved that His way makes sense. I have never
regretted my decision.
Stan Porter
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Here are a couple more snippets of how God and faith
have encouraged people
The Offering
Many years ago when my late husband Don and I were worshipping at Elim Church in Notte St (now PCC at Cattedown),
and our son was a baby, we lived on a very tight budget. One
Sunday morning Don put the last pound from his wages in the
offertory bag. Later that day he looked in his wallet, which had
been empty after the offering, the pound note had been replaced! We gave thanks to God! He knew we needed it. That
really helped to encourage our faith.
Sue Castle
How the stable was born
A belated Christmas story based on true facts.
One Friday, a local Minister had an idea for a stable outside the
church. He communicated this to another fellow worker. Plans
were discussed about the size and that it should have a slatted
floor to fix things to.
Meanwhile God was at work ahead of us, and later that day a
person near the church was casting out two slatted pallets of
the perfect size.
That night the other fellow worker, out walking, came across
the pallets, poured out blessing on these most needed items
and took them into the nearby sanctuary.
Later a covering of walls and a roof was provided for the pallets. Others provided lights and figured out all the rest.
All who passed by rejoiced at the scene.
Fred Hill
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Why am I a Christian?
For me it is being aware of the “Godindicance’s” in our
lives and the impact/blessing/encouragement they
bring. A recent example has been my visits to a local
brewery tap house, and I set up a what’s up called “
Rome ministry team” this has lead to very deep spiritual
discussions with our non Christian friends, also developing a deeper fellowship opportunity with church family
some of which I didn’t know that well. Looking forward to
when we can restart!!
Ray King
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GOOD FRIDAY - Friday 2nd April
EASTER SUNDAY - Sunday 4th April
Please keep an eye on the newsletter and website for details of service etc
surrounding Easter.
Don’t forget, in the meantime, the Lent course continues at 7.30pm on Thursdays on Zoom.
Further details on p4. Meeting ID 814 1327 1336. Usual password
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I was nosing through old photos on our Parish Facebook page when I
found these - TOP: Fishers of men or men of fish?
BOTTOM: ‘Octopus Girl’ super hero of the ocean!
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the waterfront swimmers, around at
Devil’s Point. I include a photo of these
brave people taken by me off the Hoe. I
hasten to add not of Angela.

Archbishop Justin Welby delivered his
New Year message from the chapel at
the heart of St Thomas’s hospital, and
a beautiful building it looked. He has
been supporting the regular Chaplain’s
staff as a volunteer. We
saw him acting out his
Christian message listening and caring for the staff
and patients. I am glad he
had this opportunity, only
five minutes, but every
second transmitted the
Christian message of love
and care out through
BBC1’s channel.
Our own message through on the first
Sunday was delivered by Rev Tony
with Karl in attendance. We were asked
what our response was to letting God
down. We were told of the camp of the
law of Moses and the camp of grace
exemplified in Jesus. We needed to be
in the camp of grace, not in the law, by
being sanctified and by trying to be
more like Jesus, as we have been
made by God and to try to be more like
Him because we were made in His image.

Speaking with others by way of passing
Covid time, they are bringing Jesus
gently into the life of one of their siblings. I learnt on the Sunday programme on Radio 4, broadcast at
0710, that Justin Welby has called for a
month of prayer in the UK against the
pandemic starting on 1st Feb, at a suggested time of 6pm. We have a What’s
App group in our road, and I have told
our very mixed selection of faiths in the
road of this. I have had 4 positives
(from Jews, Sikhs, and others) and no
In discussing Angela King’s job change negatives.
back last June from Derriford Hospital
to the University, I discovered some- Continuing with the radio 4 programme,
thing even more interesting about her. it reports there is still a climate of fear
Some may know she used to take part appertaining to the far reaches of the
in the weekend run up through Plym- Anglican church regarding Safeguardbridge woods, now suspended through ing. The head of this programme, the
Covid. Instead, she has become one of Bishop of Huddersfield, said >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>> there was still a huge resistance to change from the web of 42
Dioceses and the 16 thousand parishes. The concern is that victims are not
given sufficient care. Lord Carey a former Archbishop who has been accused
of shelving a report against one individual, the late John Smyth QC, is another
aspect. You can’t blame individuals from
wanting to avoid the tangled web we
weave when we practise to deceive that is Mr Smythe not Lord Carey!
Here is what I learnt from Jane Turner
regarding one of our congregation’s
contribution to the anti-Covid battle in
Plymouth. “I did my first shift this morning as a volunteer steward at the mass
vaccination centre at the Argyle ground.
I did a mixture of pointing out the route
for folk through the centre, a bit of time
on the check in desk whilst the staff
member sorted out some other issues
and helped a wheelchair user by
pushing her through the centre. If
anyone else would like to volunteer they
can find out how on the OurPlymouth
website.”

Joins with Monthly Prayer
Meeting on first Wednesday of

You will notice elsewhere in our publications the cause of SASRA has been
raised. Stan Porter happened to
mention he liked pickle onions. Linda
knew she had some in the garage and
I’ve never liked them, so they were
quickly delivered to him. Thus, the first
cash donation was made, which hopefully will be the beginning of a new
Mission fund-raising effort within the
community, mostly I must add cakes by
our baking congregation. Not pickles!
Mission of the Month, featuring SASRA,
from p43. Ed!
RMW
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Advent windows
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Our thanks to Becky Bale for
organising the Advent window
trail. Our thanks to all those listed
below who designed a window for
the trail.
Margaret Bugg (Becky’s mum)
Ann Taylor
Allan Turnbull
Shelly Oldham
Ruth Yarwood
Sue Daykin
Anne Tillett
Debbie Turnbull
Lizzie Houston
Julia Beresford
Don and Aileen Nuttall
Karl and Nicky Freeman
Claire McIlroy
Neil and Heather Dewar
Catherine Jones
Keith and Grace Smith
Gordon and Linda Rose
Brian and Sylvia George
John and Sue Phillips
Mark and Jan Parkman
Jo and Matthew Boyd
Graham and Becky Bale
Chris and Rosemary Tremaine

Turn over to find out more about what
our children have been up too
since our last edition!

My thanks also to Nicky Freeman
for the completion picture (left) saved me a job!

Advent windows / Doing it for the kidz
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A Christmas gift (Bake
through the Bible at Christmas) and a weekly competition brought the cookery skills
of our Kingz Kidz to the fore
at the start of 2021. Here are
the some of the Bible-baking
master-pieces they have
created (and eaten!!).

Doing it for the Kidz!
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Doing it for the Kidz!
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Doing it for the Kidz!
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NEW FOR 2021

Welcome to our revised, enhanced and new-for-2021 way of looking at the way
we publicise, look at and learn about the missions we support as a parish.
You will have seen from the recent newsletters that we have introduced Mission of
the Month over the last few weeks, and explained how we can raise money for the
work of SARSA (February’s mission of the month). Over the coming months the
newsletter will carry the current mission of the month and the magazine will then
look in more detail at the work of two missions. Due to how the deadlines fall, the
magazine will carry one retrospectively (i.e. the magazine will be issued at the end
of the month that mission features) and one prospectively (i.e. date of issue is one
week prior to this becoming Mission of the Month). For example: This being the
Mar/Apr magazine it carries Feb/Mar Mission of the Months.
Over the next few pages we will learn more about the work of these two missions,
and find out how we can support them. Whilst we are on the subject of missions,
Stan’s Tales from the Mission Field, reflecting on his time as a Missionary, will follow, and there may well be other odds and ends of mission related content included as well.
Before we turn over to read more, a word of thanks to the time behind the coordination of this revised approach, and those who have offered to make and
bake in the name of the cause. Life & Times therefore extends a big thank you to
Linda Wheeler, Dominie Burns, Ginnie Serpell, Aileen Nuttall and Rosemary and
Chris Tremaine.
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT THE MISSION OF THE MONTH ON P46
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The Mission of the
Month for
FEBRUARY
was SASRA

THE SOLDIERS’
AND AIRMEN’S SCRIPTURE
READERS ASSOCIATION
The seeds were sown for SASRA in the early 19th century when a group of officers
prayed for an association to come into being which would promote Christian fellowship among soldiers. In Woolwich in 1818 a certain Sergeant Rudd saw an opportunity to meet the spiritual needs of serving personnel and began offering Bibles
and literature to those around him. Initially he was reprimanded for this, but thankfully in 1825 the King’s Regulations officially authorized Bibles and Prayer Books to
be given to all who wanted them, at public expense! This eventually led to the
Chaplain General, supported by Christian Officers, appointing Christian exservicemen to read Scripture to soldiers, and later to airmen, in their barrack
rooms. In 1887 The Soldiers’ Christian Association was formed, which became The
Soldiers’ and Airmen’s Christian Association when the Air Force was formed. In
1938 the Army Scripture Readers and SACA amalgamated and in 1950 The Soldiers’ and Airmen’s Scripture Readers Association was adopted. This was the beginning of SASRA and its Scripture Readers as we know them today. >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>> Scripture Readers have the great privilege of sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ with
our military personnel, in times of peace and war.
SASRA has a large mission field, currently 147,000
men and women, but surprisingly only sixteen
Scripture Readers. It is naturally eager to expand
its work significantly in order to reach the men and
women of the military with the Gospel. Scripture
Readers offer spiritual and welfare support to all
faiths, and in wartime befriend and bring the Gospel to the captured enemy soldiers as well. The
Scripture Readers’ role is not that of a Chaplain,
but they supplement the work of the Chaplain
where it is needed.
SASRA members were responsible for bringing Peter Terrell to Christ. When he was 23, in the RAF in
Singapore, he prayed for God to make himself known to him, if he existed. The
very next day he was invited to a special meeting attended by thousands of young
Chinese and the few SASRA members. A preacher called Richard Green came
from South Africa and simply put God into context and so began Peter’s own journey with Christ. Once, with a staunch Christian friend called Bill Ives, he took the
Gospel to a three story barrack block – On the ground floor, no one wanted to
hear, so he and Bill returned to the church to pray more earnestly, and then everyone on the next two floors invited us to speak of Jesus. A wonderful example of
the power of prayer! Peter bought three SASRA badges labelled with the SASRA
quote Matt.24:44 (‘You must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at an
hour when you do not expect him.’) Stan has one and Ron, another. Better than
medals, Peter thinks.
To mark the 100th anniversary of the end of World War One, SASRA published the
war diaries of Army Scripture Readers ‘Old Bill’ Ransley (‘SASRA at the Somme’
and ‘Scripture Reading to the End’) and Harry Wisbey (‘Rough Journal’). Both
men give moving accounts of their ministry on the Somme, 1916 -1918 and with
the Expeditionary Force in Belgium and France in 1914. Army Scripture Reader
Bill Ransley brought the Gospel to the battlefield, giving comfort and support and
bringing God’s message to those wounded and dying on both sides. This often involved writing letters home for the wounded soldiers. Bill Ransley states that visiting and establishing friendly relations with the men in their barrack rooms and in
the hospitals is the primary role of a Reader. “This is when we can win them for
Christ and help them in every way we can.”
Army Scripture Reader Harry Wisbey vividly describes a brief period (AugustSeptember 1914) with the Suffolk Regiment walking from Le Havre through
France and, on the way, taking every chance possible to speak to the troops
about Jesus and thanking and praising God for every blessing and every kindness
they received from the villagers as they marched through France. As they drew
closer to the action ASR Wisbey urged the men to “Pray today as you >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> have never prayed before; lift your hearts to God in prayer”. When another Company followed he said “Cheer up lads, God bless you – you fight and I’ll
pray”.
After harrowing and dangerous times, Harry Wisbey went to bed
‘comfortable on my straw with a clear conscience for my pillow and the peace of
God in my heart’. During this time he used every available opportunity to bring the
men to Christ. He states that it was his Mission when he gave the men the Gospel,
but during the war was the time that they accepted it. He felt truly blessed whenever a soldier came to Christ.
These accounts are both harrowing and uplifting. The Scripture Readers were seeing the soldiers in their darkest hours but, by assuring them that Jesus was with
them in their suffering, they brought them comfort and hope.
For Fundraising, SASRA relies entirely on the generosity of Christian men and
women and their free-will giving,
as well as their prayerful support. They produce a Monthly
Prayer Bulletin and a twice yearly magazine, ‘Ready’. SASRA
also has online resources and
inspirational videos from those
Christians who have been
helped. SASRA continues to
hold fast to the amazing truth
that God’s living Word changes
lives and saves souls.
ASR Dave Hossack, speaking in June 2020, picture credit to SASRA Facebook page

How about a delicious homemade cake or preserve?
Would you like one in exchange for a donation to the mission of the month?

Dominie Burns is offering marmalade, jam or chutney

Aileen Nuttall is offering her sumptuous fruit cake, various sizes as
requested.

Ginnie Serpell is offering her famous Teabread

Linda Wheeler is offering her carrot cake, a whole tray 24 pieces, half or
quarter tray

Rosemary and Chris Tremaine are offering Weetabix Loaf Cake, healthy
and delicious

Other goodies may also become available, keep an eye on the newsletter
Please ring the donor to order and arrange collection or delivery.
If you would like to join the list and be ‘a cake donor’, please contact Linda
We plan to do this on an ongoing basis, so watch this space!
Along with supporting the Mission of the Month this will help us to keep in
touch. Any queries: Contact Linda Wheeler 01752 227003
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The Mission of the
Month for
MARCH is
THE BIBLE SOCIETY

Mission: We believe that
when people engage with the
Bible their lives can change
for good.
The founding of the Bible Society revolves around three remarkable people. The
first was a young Welsh girl who yearned to have her own bible; a visionary Welsh
pastor – Revd Joseph Hughes - and a campaigning MP, William Wilberforce.
I am sure you will recall Sheila’s article about Mary Jones, who saved for 6 years
and then trekked 26 miles through the rugged terrain of north Wales to buy a
Welsh Bible. Revd Thomas Charles of Bala sold Mary three Bibles for the price of
one but her determination to get hold of God’s written word soon became the talk
of all the churches in the area.
Mary’s story, and the need for reduced-priced Bibles for Welsh speakers, inspired
Revd Joseph Hughes to ask a daring question to other church leaders: “If for
Wales, why not for the kingdom? And if for the kingdom, why not for the world?”
That question was posed at a meeting of the Religious Tract Society on 7th
December 1802 and it set in motion the founding of the Society.
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> Encouraged by the vision of God’s word being available for all people of
the kingdom and the wider world, William Wilberforce MP decided to “make goodness fashionable” as part of his campaign, hoping to inspire people to read the
Bible and embrace a Biblically-inspired lifestyle. This led to the formation of the
British and Foreign Bible Society in March 1804, which has subsequently become
the Bible Society – a charity committed to offering the Bible to the world.
The Bible Society has won the admiration of royalty, from George III to our own
Queen Elizabeth II. The work has survived and thrived through the Napoleonic
and Crimean Wars, two World Wars, the Spanish flu and numerous terrorist incidents. The Society persevered to find openings in the communist Soviet Union
and during the Cultural Revolution in China. In periods of crisis there is often a
greater appetite for engaging with Scripture and the Bible Society has always responded appropriately and sensitively. There are now about 150 Bible Societies
around the world, which undertake the work locally. In 2011 the Society celebrated the 400th anniversary of the King James Bible with cultural events across the
country.
During this past year the Bible Society has shifted to remote working models.
Mission audiences have accessed online content in ways they have not done before. The pandemic has caused Bible work in 88 countries to be at risk. As a result, the Bible Society has launched a Rescue and Recovery Appeal so that they
will not only recover, but grow. They are holding “An Invitation to Hope: Mission
through Prayer and Lament” for Christian leaders on 9th February 2021.
The Bible Society has continued to roll out its popular “The Bible Course”, which
shows how the key events, books and characters of the Bible all fit together. In
addition it produces a Daily reflection and a Lyfe study course for individuals and
small groups who want to develop a deeper relationship with God. The Open-theBook story-telling programme has reached 900,000 primary school children. It is
possible to read the Bible Society Online Bible on a mobile or tablet, and to read,
search, compare and comment, as well as saving notes and sharing animated
verses.
The Bible Society has provided 2,542 Bibles in prisons and works with prison
chaplains to help those in prison engage with the Bible Course. Fifty one prisons
have benefited from Bible Society resources and a special edition of
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> The Bible Course has been piloted in three prisons.
AFRICA: Here the Society works in partnership with national Bible Societies
in some of the toughest regions where poverty and conflict make Bible ministry
particularly challenging. Bibles are widely distributed and the Society resources literary programmes, translates the Scriptures and supports Bible-based social engagement.
CHINA: The church is growing in China, despite government restrictions.
The Bible Society supported thousands of Christians, funding literature and study
aids and helping to finance students’ studies and offering promising students scholarships for further study. Working with the China Partnership the Bible Society
subsidised the printing of 2 million affordable Bibles and distributing 50,000 free Bibles. Teaching materials were provided and 40 motorcycles were funded for
preachers in mountainous areas.
MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA: Conflict and regional tensions put the
churches here under great pressure. The Bible Society has helped to train youth
leaders and ministers and engage with the media to work with children and young
people. It also supports refugees and has distributed Bibles and 231,000 Scripture
portions across the region.
ISRAEL AND PALESTINE: Here the Bible Society reached out to 18,000 people through evangelistic events and engaged with 12,000 children through summer
camps and schools work.
Fundraising for the Bible Society relies mainly on individuals for their work at home
and abroad. The aim is to ensure that all supporters are inspired and informed
about their mission and are provided with opportunities to get involved through
prayer, volunteering and giving.
So far this year an estimated 2,772,050 full printed Bibles have been distributed by
the Bible Society around the world, (a number which increases every second)
which is an amazing achievement, I am sure you will agree.

A TIME TO REFLECT
Put the kettle on, grab a slice of cake
and reflect on the work of our
Missions of the Edition!
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A bit of self-indulgence for the Editor in our archive photos this time!
Top: Rev Tony holding a 2-week old baby Robert, 6th Jan 2019 Bottom: Rev
Karl holding a 2-week old baby Robert, 6th Jan 2019 Photos by The Editor
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Last month I started to tell you about my month living in the interior with the Brazilian family of Sr. Farias. It was a month of
learning!!! My account of the journey to his house, written at
the time, makes interesting reading.
We were travelling by canoe so I had to leave behind unnecessary weight like the
typewriter. The moon came up at 2:30am so at 3am we set off. Farias had a
friend with him to help with the paddling so I sat in the middle of the canoe and
spent most of the time bailing out water. After about 2 1/2 hours a launch overtook us and we got a lift as far as Alvarães arriving there at about 8:30am. Farias
had a number of things to do there so we didn’t leave until 11am and after about
an hour paddling we had another lift. The launch wasn’t travelling much faster
than us; in fact we were paddling at the same speed as it for 10 minutes, but at
least it save paddling. We stayed with it for another half hour and then made a
couple of visits before we arrived at the house of our chief paddler. This was
3pm. Farias moved to the front as chief paddler and I move to the back seat on
the second paddle. It was nearly 6pm when we eventually arrived at his home.
We just had time to get to the house before it got dark. To give you some idea
of the welcome that awaited me, while I was still about 100 yards out in the river I
could already hear the buzz of mosquitoes on the shore! With such a nice big
swamp here they are thicker than the flies around a honey pot.
Most houses have a roof made of palm leaves, which hold a few thousand cockroaches, spiders, and other bugs, not to mention snakes. They also need to be
renewed at least every two years. Farias wanted to replace his roof with a more
solid wood tiles roof, so I
A neighbour with a sloth
learnt the trade of lumberjack!
We selected a tree, about 60
ft. tall, which we felled with an
axe, and that brought me into
contact with one of the local
residents, a three toed sloth
which we had not spotted
amongst the branches, one of
my first contacts with the local
wildlife. The trunk was then
sawn into 2ft. lengths, and
these were split >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> length-wise into half
-inch-thick tiles. A couple of
days, loads of calluses, a few
bruises, and two aching arms
later we had enough tiles to
cover his house! (I was a
lanky beanstalk, never designed for manual work!)

Sawing the tree for tiles

One day Farias needed a lot
of assistance so he asked me
to follow a track beside the
river to the next house about
20 minutes’ walk away and
see if they could come to help. This was my first experience alone in the jungle!
With much trepidation I completed the errand, but again with new experiences. At
the neighbour’s house I met a pudgy, very grubby, two to three year old boy. I
asked the inevitable question “What’s his name?” Next lesson in local culture
coming up! “Oh! He hasn’t got a name yet, the Catholic Priest hasn’t been round
to baptise him and give him a name. We just call him Feio (Ugly)!”
The house owner said he would call some
friends, and sent me back with the message that
they would arrive about half an hour after me, so I
made my way back. They duly arrived and asked
if I had seen anything on the way. “No!” I said
“nothing particular”. “You were lucky then,” they
said, “We met a jaguar!”
We then went with Farias clearing jungle ready
for a plantation. We hadn’t been working long
when one of our helpers found a snake. It was
only 18 inches long but I was told that it was very,
very poisonous. They said it was called a Jararaca. They killed it of course and buried it so no
Feio (Ugly)!
-one trod on the head with bare feet. About half
an hour later I suddenly turned round and there
was another snake, this time about 6ft. long and as fat as my wrist! I yelled and
then began a big chase, we were all running after the snake lashing out with the
big machetes used for clearing the jungle, but didn’t that snake move! We managed to cut it into three parts, the head and front half escaped into the jungle and
two parts (about half the snake) were left behind. We estimated the weight of our
parts as about 4lbs. I didn’t try it but was told it was very good to eat. It was called
a Caninama and was only slightly poisonous (i.e. hurt a lot but not kill). Anyone
fancy a snake steak for next Sunday’s dinner?
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A vicar stood before his congregation, he
picked up a large empty jar and proceeded
to fill it with rocks. He then asked the congregation if the jar was full. They agreed that
it was. Therefore, the vicar then picked up a
box of pebbles and poured them into the jar.
He shook the jar lightly. The pebbles, of
course, rolled into the open areas between
the rocks. He then asked the congregation
again if the jar was full. They agreed it was.
The vicar picked up a box of sand and
poured it into the jar. Of course, the sand
filled up everything else. "Now," said the vicar, "I want you to recognize that this is
your life. The rocks are the important things your faith, your hopes, your dreams, your
family, health, educations, and the things that
bring joy - anything that is so important to
you that if it were lost, you would be nearly
destroyed. "The pebbles are the other things
that matter like your job, your, house, your
car. "The sand is everything else. The small
stuff.
"If you put the sand into the jar first, there is
no room for the pebbles or the rocks. The
same goes for your life. If you spend all your
energy and time on the small stuff, you will
never have room for the things that are important to you. "Take care of the rocks first the things that really matter."
Lent is a time to reconsider our jar, and how we fill it...the Pandemic too has
forced many of us to think about our priorities. As we pray that we are coming to
the end of this stage of the virus, let’s get our priorities right as a country, society,
communities and as individuals. Priorities I would like to suggest based on kindness, hospitality, welcome, equality and faith. Priorities not about self but about
serving others with joy.
Praying for a holy & reflective Lent...

Ven Andrew Beane, the Archdeacon of Exeter
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St Raphael’s healing Snowdrop Ministry
Tony Parker is Deputy Churchwarden at the Chapel of St Raphael, Huccaby, at an
idyllic spot on Dartmoor, next to the River Dart.
He says that in non-Covid times around 1000 people a year visit to see the snowdrops which grow abundantly in
the churchyard.
The retired Police Detective from
Sunderland says the best time to
see them is between Candlemas,
at the beginning of February, and
Mothering Sunday in March.
He says the snowdrops, also
known as Candlemas Bells, probably pre-date the Victorian chapel
building, which used to double-up
as the village school.
Tony said, “I’m down at the chapel a lot and I noticed a lot of people visiting.
“People come because it’s peaceful and they love looking at the snowdrops.
“I thought it was an opportunity and the Visitors to Pilgrims project was born.”
As well as welcoming visitors, Tony pots up around 1500 snowdrop bulbs a year
for people to take home in exchange for a donation.
This year, because of lockdown, people are able to reserve pots of snowdrops to
collect, if and when travel restrictions ease. Each label has a small heart on it.
The chapel is the only Anglican one in the UK to be dedicated to St Raphael,
whose name means healing, or God heals. The archangel is also known as the
patron saint of travellers.
Tony says many visitors to the chapel write prayers on the prayer tree inside it and
come back for the monthly services.
“That’s the sort of thing that keeps me going, when the visitors come back.
“We had a postman from Plymouth who used to come walking here after his night
shift and ended up getting married here and having his reception here. He went on
to do a Start Course (introduction to the Christian faith) with us.”
The chapel is big on welcome, with
regular humorous signs outside, a
composting toilet, dog-poo bags for
dog walkers and puncture repair kits
for cyclists. Unusually for a church, it
has a wood burning stove inside and
is open every day of the year for
prayer and reflection.
“People come for twilight, to light a
candle and sit by the fire,” said Tony.
“I think they are just pleased to find a
church that is open.”
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“Wall of hall at north east end suspiciously
dangerous,” read the email subject when
the formal acknowledgement of the issue
was circulated around members of the
premises oversight group. The word
‘suspicious’ sort of implied the wall was behaving in an unusual way! However, we interrupt, ‘suspicious’ is irrelevant; dangerous
was the key word! Having cleared the ivy
off the wall to the right of the gate (1) I took
a look at what was later defined as the “north east
end” to see the extent of what needed doing on another day. In the process of doing this I discovered the
ridge overlapping the main wall had slipped and the
mortar dislodged (2, credit Graham Bale and 3). And it
looked far more dangerous than both of Graham’s pictures or my own could imply. With more rain predicted,
there was no telling how much more movement might
take place where the wild things were growing - buddleias are great for butterflies but not for cement and
decades-old walls! (4, 5 and 6).
Within forty-eight hours the wall had been inspected
and made safe (7) - with all personal and public safety
measures adhered to - thanks to Fred, Peter, Graham,
a few cones, an old mattress and sledge hammer. In
tribute to the wall, the work and the team behind making it safe, we bring you the song, Ridge over Troubled
Mortar

Ridge over Troubled Mortar
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When you're slipping
Unstable and all
When fears are in our eyes
Our old and crumbly wall
Our north east side
Oh, when your edge is rough
And you could hit the ground
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
You may fall down
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
You may fall down

Picture 8, although
a
little
blurry,
shows the view
from the top of the
wall looking down
to the ground. It also shows the ivy
which was the
other part of the
problem and some
of the slippage.

When you're bits are falling out
When you could fall on the street
If you fall you fall so hard
I will wallop you
I'll take you apart
Oh, when hammer comes
And mess is all around
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
You may fall down
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
You may fall down
So you don’t fall old girl
On a passer-by
Your time has come for safe dismantle
Safety first is on the way
See how your parts now fall
Oh, when you need a mend
We are there, you don’t mind
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
Safe now, eased our minds
Like a ridge over troubled mortar
Safe now, eased our minds

Adapted, for fun, for this issue only, from
the original, Bridge over Troubled Water, by
Simon and Garfunkel, released 1970. To
whom credit for the original is applied.

Ridge over Troubled Mortar
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The craft had been sat in orbit of the strange blue planet for several revolutions.
The crew had accommodated the Government’s request for and access to their
databases and medical records, but no formal response to their request for asylum had been forthcoming. They were about to cut their losses and leave when a
communication had come through with an invitation for a meeting with the High
Praetor. Admiral August dispatched Ambassador Hugo by shuttlecraft to the surface.
‘Wow. Look at them,’ gasped someone as the craft swept down. The Ambassador
pressed his face up against the small round window to try and get a better view of
the avian creatures that filled the sky. The shuttle touched down on a pad. Stepping out the crew crossed a bridge to a raised square metallic platform, it was
built over the towering honeycomb red and blue crystal surface. The crew set up
their microphone, speakers and other paraphernalia to support the translation
box, and left the Ambassador to await the arrival of the High Praetor.
A large Pterosaur swooped down. It was deep emerald in colour with a wingspan
which must have been about 20 feet. It landed on a perch opposite with elegance
and grace. The alien had a long neck which it stretched out as it greeted its visitor. Its short narrow beak was flexible enough giving the alien bird the power of
complex speech. ‘My name is Goshawk,’ it said in harsh high-pitched tone. ‘You
wish to find sanctuary here?’
‘Yes, if it is acceptable with you,’ replied Ambassador Hugo.
Another group of Pterosaurs landed to watch the proceedings. Their landing was
quickly followed by a flock of white gull-like birds, who fed the raptors the fish they
were carrying.
‘On our planet gulls steal your chips, here they bring the fish,’ Hugo thought and
mumbled to himself.
‘They are our servants. They feed us, so we don’t have to. It is the pecking order
of things.’
‘We have to prepare our food and sit down to eat it.’
There was much squawking from the assembled flock as if they were laughing at
the Ambassador’s statement. ‘You are lower than the little brown birds and the
ground feeders.’
A small feathered creature flew in carrying a scroll, which it dropped at the talons
of Goshawk.
‘Not to me, give it to him. Fool.’
After being handed the scroll the Ambassador reviewed the text for several
minutes before he spoke again.
‘You want to confine us to ghettos? This seems acceptable.’

Short story
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‘Think of them more as gilded cages. They will satisfy all your wants and needs.’
‘A cage is still a cage,’ a voice shouted. Hugo looked around but no one was there.
‘We wish to contribute to your society during our stay,’ said the Ambassador calmly, trying not to escalate the situation.
‘How? You are inferior, you are bipedal, you can’t fly, and flight is everything. You
can’t even eat on the wing.’
‘That makes us different.’ There was that voice again.
‘Perhaps you could do some menial tasks, although I doubt you have the skills for
then either,’ squawked High Praetor Goshawk.
Suddenly, as if a kettle of anger had reached boiling point, someone shouted, ‘You
judge people by their origin, by their biology and by their inability to reach your
standards?’ Hugo finally realised where the voice was coming from. ‘We abandoned that kind of behaviour centuries ago.’
‘Treat everyone without judgment without prejudice? What a novelty!’ seared the
Praetor with sarcasm. ‘We had not considered that. You must stay and teach us,’
he laughed.
‘Are we staying? asked Admiral August, as soon as the Ambassador had stepped
out of the airlock. Ambassador Hugo shook his head. ‘No. My conscience reminded me that just because we were homeless didn’t mean a society had the right to
treat us as second-class citizens.’
The humans left orbit to find a more welcoming planet.

Property Oversight Group
(POG)
12th February 2021
In sub-zero temperatures
Fred Hill and Tim Lyddon
repairing the church’s mains
water supply which was leaking
badly and causing flooding.

Photo by Don Nuttall
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Last time I promised you more amazing bus wraps, clever advertising on buses
and implied that this makeover magic does not just happen to buses! There are
lorries, trains and even road sweepers with clever paint jobs.
This first one looks for all intense
purposes to be dust cart (“bin
lorry” I hear my boy correct me!),
but it is in fact a bus!
And now, from a gingerbread train
to a chocolate lorry we can at least
clean our teeth after all that sugar
using a bendy toothbrush bus!

On the buses!......and lorries, trains and dust cars!
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On the buses!......and lorries, trains and dust cars!
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You have been reading...
At the end of Dad’s Army, Allo’ Allo and Hi-de-Hi, the performance credits
begin with ‘You have been watching’. Well, here are some questions, in no
particular order, the answers of which you have been reading...
1. Who is the new Children’s worker?
2. What was February’s Mission of the Month?
3. What did Stan have the Ron didn’t like?
4. What date did Fred and Tim fix the church water supply?
5. Which raper appeared on p19?
6. Who recounted the tale of Horatio Spafford?
7. Who wrote about the Men’s Breakfast?
8. Which flower played a part in healing at St Raphael’s?
9. Who mentioned snake steak?
10. What doubled in Kenya in 2020?
11. Who organised the advent windows trail?
Q2: p44
Q3: p37

Q6: p17
Q7: p28

Q4: p4
Q5:p19

Q8: p55
Q9: p53

Q10: p34
Q11: p39

Sunday
8.00am BCP Holy Communion
10.30am Our main service
With groups of our children ages 0-14
6.30pm More informal, with a focus on
praise and prayer
Wednesday
10.30am BCP Holy Communion

ST PAUL’S SERVICES

Answers:
Q1: p42

EMMANUEL SERVICES

CHURCH CONTACTS
EMMANUEL OFFICE
01752 260317
1 Compton Ave, Mannamead, PL3 5BZ
Open Weekday mornings 9am-12pm. Answerphone.
Please also use this number for Church Hall bookings

ST PAUL’S OFFICE
07707 064138
100 Efford Lane, Efford, PL3 6LT
Open Monday and Tuesday mornings 9am-12pm.

Team Rector

Rev Preb Karl Freeman

01752 248601

Associate Vicar

Sunday
10.00am 1st, 3rd, 4th & 5th Sunday
Holy Communion
10.00am 2nd Sunday
All Age Worship
Tuesday
10.00am BCP Holy Communion

Rev Tony Williams

03301 139088

Curate

Rev Robin Brown (Emm)
Rev Darryl Cree (St P)
01752 775213
Deacon across the Parish

Rev Bev Cree

01752 775213

Rtd Reader Emmanuel (with permission to
officiate)

Tim Lyddon

01752 772241

Reader at St Paul’s (with permission to
officiate)

OUR SERVICES CURRENTLY DIFFER
FROM THE ABOVE AND GENERALLY
OPERATE ONLINE - CHECK WEBSITE!
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Judy Earl

01752 202593

Church Warden (Emmanuel)

Bert Tayler

01752 319287

Church Warden (St Paul’s)

Bev Kelly

01752 781665

Around the back of the hall, unseen by most and not required other than for
maintenance access, there was a tangled nettle jungle and troublesome trees but they have now gone, the ground turned and flatter. Photos by The Editor
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